PERFORMANCE - Auditor
R-250S
Subwoofer

WHAT MAKES THE DIFFERENCE
• Compact enclosure
• Ported or sealed enclosure

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Diameter: 10" (250mm)
Voice-coil diameter: 2" (50mm)
Voice-coil height: 0 13/16" (20mm)

Magnet: 5 1/2" (140mm)
Polypropylene cone
Max. power: 500W

Nom. power: 250W RMS
Sensitivity (2.83V/1m): 88dB
Frequency response: 35Hz – 500 Hz

Butyl surround
High resistance

50mm (2") voice coil
Kapton former

Spider decompression
Voice coil ventilation

Steel basket
Rigid and compact

140mm (5 1/2") magnet
Power handling

Performance
CREATE YOUR SOUND
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